Saab 9 3 crankshaft position sensor

The fuel-air charge is meant to be ignited by the spark plug only, and at a precise point in the
piston's stroke. Knock occurs when the peak of the combustion process no longer occurs at
the optimum moment for the four-stroke cycle. The shock wave creates the characteristic
metallic "pinging" sound, and cylinder pressure increases dramatically. Effects of engine
knocking range from inconsequential to completely destructive. Knocking should not be
confused with pre-ignition â€”they are two separate events. However, pre-ignition can be
followed by knocking. The phenomenon of detonation was described in November in a letter
from Lodge Brothers spark plug manufacturers, and sons of Sir Oliver Lodge settling a
discussion regarding the cause of "Konking" or "Pinking" in motorcycles. In the letter they
stated that an early ignition can give rise to the gas detonating instead of the usual expansion,
and the sound that is produced by the detonation is the same as if the metal parts had been
tapped with a hammer. The combustion is started by the spark plug some 10 to 40 crankshaft
degrees prior to top dead center TDC , depending on many factors including engine speed and
load. This ignition advance allows time for the combustion process to develop peak pressure at
the ideal time for maximum recovery of work from the expanding gases. The spark across the
spark plug's electrodes forms a small kernel of flame approximately the size of the spark plug
gap. As it grows in size, its heat output increases, which allows it to grow at an accelerating
rate, expanding rapidly through the combustion chamber. This growth is due to the travel of the
flame front through the combustible fuel air mix itself, and due to turbulence which rapidly
stretches the burning zone into a complex of fingers of burning gas that have a much greater
surface area than a simple spherical ball of flame would have. Pressure rises smoothly to a
peak, as nearly all the available fuel is consumed, then pressure falls as the piston descends.
Maximum cylinder pressure is achieved a few crankshaft degrees after the piston passes TDC,
so that the force applied on the piston from the increasing pressure applied to the top surface
of the piston can give its hardest push precisely when the piston's speed and mechanical
advantage on the crank shaft gives the best recovery of force from the expanding gases, thus
maximizing torque transferred to the crankshaft. A local shockwave is created around each
pocket, and the cylinder pressure will rise sharply â€” and possibly beyond its design limits â€”
causing damage. If detonation is allowed to persist under extreme conditions or over many
engine cycles, engine parts can be damaged or destroyed. The simplest deleterious effects are
typically particle wear caused by moderate knocking, which may further ensue through the
engine's oil system and cause wear on other parts before being trapped by the oil filter. Such
wear gives the appearance of erosion, abrasion, or a "sandblasted" look, similar to the damage
caused by hydraulic cavitation. Severe knocking can lead to catastrophic failure in the form of
physical holes melted and pushed through the piston or cylinder head i. Hypereutectic pistons
are known to break easily from such shock waves. Because pressure and temperature are
strongly linked, knock can also be attenuated by controlling peak combustion chamber
temperatures by compression ratio reduction, exhaust gas recirculation , appropriate
calibration of the engine's ignition timing schedule, and careful design of the engine's
combustion chambers and cooling system as well as controlling the initial air intake
temperature. The addition of certain materials such as lead and thallium will suppress
detonation extremely well when certain fuels are used. Lead dust added to the intake charge will
also reduce knock with various hydrocarbon fuels. Manganese compounds are also used to
reduce knock with petrol fuel. Knock is less common in cold climates. As an aftermarket
solution, a water injection system can be employed to reduce combustion chamber peak
temperatures and thus suppress detonation. Steam water vapor will suppress knock even
though no added cooling is supplied. Certain chemical changes must first occur for knock to
happen, hence fuels with certain structures tend to knock more easily than others. Branched
chain paraffins tend to resist knock while straight chain paraffins knock easily. It has been
theorized [ citation needed ] that lead, steam, and the like interfere with some of the various
oxidative changes that occur during combustion and hence reduce knock. Turbulence, as
stated, has a very important effect on knock. Engines with good turbulence tend to knock less
than engines with poor turbulence. Turbulence occurs not only while the engine is inhaling but
also when the mixture is compressed and burned. Many pistons are designed to use "squish"
turbulence to violently mix the air and fuel together as they are ignited and burned, which
reduces knock greatly by speeding up burning and cooling the unburnt mixture. One example of
this is all modern side valve or flathead engines. A considerable portion of the head space is
made to come in close proximity to the piston crown, making for much turbulence near TDC. In
the early days of side valve heads this was not done and a much lower compression ratio had to
be used for any given fuel. Also such engines were sensitive to ignition advance and had less
power. Knocking is more or less unavoidable in diesel engines , where fuel is injected into
highly compressed air towards the end of the compression stroke. There is a short lag between

the fuel being injected and combustion starting. By this time there is already a quantity of fuel in
the combustion chamber which will ignite first in areas of greater oxygen density prior to the
combustion of the complete charge. This sudden increase in pressure and temperature causes
the distinctive diesel 'knock' or 'clatter', some of which must be allowed for in the engine
design. Careful design of the injector pump, fuel injector, combustion chamber, piston crown
and cylinder head can reduce knocking greatly, and modern engines using electronic common
rail injection have very low levels of knock. Engines using indirect injection generally have
lower levels of knock than direct injection engines, due to the greater dispersal of oxygen in the
combustion chamber and lower injection pressures providing a more complete mixing of fuel
and air. Diesels actually do not suffer exactly the same "knock" as gasoline engines since the
cause is known to be only the very fast rate of pressure rise, not unstable combustion. Diesel
fuels are actually very prone to knock in gasoline engines but in the diesel engine there is no
time for knock to occur because the fuel is only oxidized during the expansion cycle. In the
gasoline engine the fuel is slowly oxidizing all the time while it is being compressed before the
spark. Due to the large variation in fuel quality, atmospheric pressure and ambient temperature
as well as the possibility of a malfunction, every modern combustion engine contains
mechanisms to detect and prevent knocking. A control loop is permanently monitoring the
signal of one or more knock Sensors commonly piezoelectric sensor which are able to translate
vibrations into an electric signal. If the characteristic pressure peak of a knocking combustion
is detected the ignition timing is retarded by steps of a few degrees. Modern knock control loop
systems are able to adjust ignition timings for every cylinder individually. Depending on the
specific engine the boost pressure is regulated simultaneously. This way performance is kept at
its optimum while mostly eliminating the risk of engine damage caused by knock e. An early
example of this is in turbocharged Saab H engines , where a system called Automatic
Performance Control was used to reduce boost pressure if it caused the engine to knock. Since
the avoidance of knocking combustion is so important to development engineers, a variety of
simulation technologies have been developed which can identify engine design or operating
conditions in which knock might be expected to occur. This then enables engineers to design
ways to mitigate knocking combustion whilst maintaining a high thermal efficiency. Since the
onset of knock is sensitive to the in-cylinder pressure, temperature and autoignition chemistry
associated with the local mixture compositions within the combustion chamber, simulations
which account for all of these aspects [7] have thus proven most effective in determining knock
operating limits and enabling engineers to determine the most appropriate operating strategy.
The objective of knock control strategies is to attempt to optimize the trade-off between
protecting the engine from damaging knock events and maximizing the engine's output torque.
Knock events are an independent random process. A single time history simulation or
experiment of knock control methods are not able to provide a repeatable measurement of
controller's performance because of the random nature of arriving knock events. Therefore, the
desired trade-off must be done in a stochastic framework which could provide a suitable
environment for designing and evaluating different knock control strategies performances with
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version. We recommend Torque Pro. In the modern automatic transmission, most functions
have ceased to be driven purely hydraulically. At its core, it still uses hydraulic pressure to
engage and disengage gear positions, but electronic sensors and actuators have taken over
much of the everyday operation of the system. The transmission control module TCM may or
may not be separate from the engine control module ECM , and is responsible for the operation
of the automatic transmission, including torque converter operation, pressure regulation, gear
positions, and self-monitoring. Some of the principal sensors that the TCM uses to control and
monitor automatic transmission operation are the input and output speed sensors, as well as
the engine speed sensor RPM , from the ECM. Aside from using these sensors to control clutch
and brake pressure, engagement, and timing, it can use this information to determine the
condition of the brakes and clutches and confirm the operation of the transmission. If there are
differences, usually lower speed than expected, the TCM would flag this as a fault in the

transmission. The TCM also monitors the turbine speed sensor itself for problems, which it
would expect to find in a certain range and change speeds at a certain rate. Depending on year,
make, and model, DTC P may have number of causes. Here are some of the most common.
Aside from the CEL, and depending on specific TCM programming, a failure in the TSS circuit
may be accompanied by harsh shifting, locking out certain gears, poor performance, or poor
fuel economy. You may notice no drivability problems at all, but this is not common. Most TSS
are mounted on the transmission housing, which makes the easily accessible, but also makes
their connectors easily damaged, either physically or by water intrusion. Also, it does one good
to note that most TSS are of the three-wire type, including 5 V reference, ground, and signal
wires. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. P
simply refers to a transmission control module problem, so you can ignore that one. P refers to
the transmission input speed sensor. This is located right on top of the transmission and
should be easily accessible. Check that the connector is properly seated and there is no
obvious damage to the harness. If the harness is good, you can check for resistance across the
sensor terminals. If you have an open circuit, just replace the sensor. We should have a
troubleshooting article up soon. Hi I have a saab 93 aero 2. I would say you might have a
problem with the transmission input speed sensor or its circuit. Water is a pain when it gets into
electrical systems, and speed sensor signals are easy to foul up. I would start with finding the
speed sensor connector and using a hair dryer to dry it out thoroughly. Thank you for your
reply the quest continues il just persevere with it and hope for the best maybe lady luck with
shine a light haha, all the best. Thank you for reply. HI, my hyundai sonata has a speed sensor
needed to be replaced. My question is that how long can I still drive it before I get it fixed within
2 weeks. The part number is However the location is a bit more dificult. You have to remove the
transmission case cover to access it. The input side is on the front of the transmission where
the clutch and flywheel are located. It should be mounted on top of the input shaft. My car gear
slips while reach speed Further check found P no signal Just replaced sensor cost dh No work
ing perfect. Hi Mark, the p code description is low signal, so the vss, or transmission speed
sensor would be at fault. I looked on alldata for this sensor location. It is located on the outside
of the transmission casing, towards the back of the transmission, on top of the output shaft. I
know the input sensor is at fault, however, it uses the v. Hope this helps on your quest. Is this
something for the professionals only? Speed sensor usually mounted outside the transmission.
Turbine is input, so the sensor should be toward the front of the transmission. I need help
locating my input turbine shaft speed sensor on a Nissan Titan 5. Skip to content. Notify of.
Miles: Miles. Engine: Engine. Inline Feedbacks. My engine Lite went off on my hunday sonata
and it has two codes p and p Benjamin Jerew. Tony- P simply refers to a transmission control
module problem, so you can ignore that one. Antony clark. Antony- I would say you might have
a problem with the transmission input speed sensor or its circuit. Nathaniel Olson. My car gear
slips while reach speed Further check found P no signal Just replaced sensor cost dh No work
ing perfect Make:. Hector L. Previous Post Previous P â€” Starter motor relay -circuit high.
Quick Links. Table of Contents. Customer Assistance and Information Automobile Saab 92X
Owner's Manual pages. Heating and ventil"ation system, air conditioning system pages. Since
the policy at Saab is one of continual improvement, we retain the right to incorpo- rate
modifications and to alter specifications during production without prior notice. Charge: 4 cyl.
Page Safety Belts The text Use your seat belt. Saab recom- Consider this: mends the use of a
child seat for children up to the age of To avoid chafing in the case of a short person, the guide
can be lowered until the belt comes about an inch a few centime- ters from the throat but still
provides safe restraint. Bear this in mind when adjust- ing the seat, and make sure that nothing gets caught and damaged. Ensure that nothing can be trapped behind the seat when
adjusting it. When the door is open and before the remote control has been inserted into the
ignition switch, all seat settings can be adjusted for up to 20 minutes. These are rear seats are
unoccupied. Page 25 LATCH-type child restraint is properly We recommend that you always
consult facilitate proper fitting of child restraints your Saab dealer before fitting a child seat,
installed using the anchor points, or use designed for and equipped with LATCH child restraint
or booster cushion. Convertible has two top tether anchors, one behind each head restraint
Lower Anchor : Seating positions with two lower anchors. Page 28 4 Lower the headrest and
route the tether over it. If you have any questions regarding child anchorages please contact
your Saab 5 Attach the tether to the anchorage, 2 in dealer. The car is provided with three top
tether 6 Close the cover to the middle position, 3 anchorages. Page 29 If you have any
questions regarding child the anchor s. The top tether anchors are located on the Page 30
Adjust it in If you have any questions regarding child ages or the safety belts as described in its
highest position. Page Airbag The steering wheel and passenger airbags main instrument panel
will come on and the are so-called smart airbags. The driver and Saab Information Display SID

will display: passenger airbag system compensates for safety belt usage and the force of the
crash Airbag malfunction. Both front airbags inflated Inflation and deflation of airbag takes
approx. Page 35 We rec- BAGS, safety belts must still always same applies to anything you
might ommend that you contact a Saab be worn by all occupants. The warning light could
signify instance. Page 40 Failure to observe this warning We recommend that you contact a
could result in the side airbags not Saab dealer. The front seats and outer rear seats have safety
belt pretensioners. There are two sensors on each side of the car, one at the rear of each door
sill and one in the lower part of each C-pillar. See part of the normal service program but othVehicle Data Collection and Event Data When an airbag inflates, there is dust in Page 45 Saab
dealer. Moreover, the front airbags another. Page 46 Saab dealer as soon as possible. For a
short time after- side sheet metal or height, they may keep wards you could experience a
buzzing the airbag system from working properly. Saab Information Display SID if a door is
Leaving children or pets unattended in a The remote control contains an electronic not closed
text displayed first when vehicle locked car is dangerous. Page 50 Never lock anyone in the car.
The hazard warning lights will flash twice to confirm. If the bat- SportSedan: The trunk lid is
unlocked and tery voltage drops below a certain level while the remote control is in the ignition
slightly opened when the Locking the car with the remote control ren- ders these buttons
inoperative. Page 53 Insert a screwdriver or the traditional key reprogrammed. We recommend
that you enclosed in the remote control and turn it contact a Saab dealer see page Checking the
number of remote When the child safety lock is in the locked Page 54 Change the battery as
soon as possible to avoid malfunctioning. Page 55 SID: you hear several clicks. Avoid pressing
the buttons. Reinsert the traditional key into the remote control. Key not accepted. Contact
service. Visit a Saab dealer to have the problem checked and rectified. Page Car Alarm The car
alarm is armed when the car is outside the car with the button on the If the signal persists,
contact a Saab dealer locked with the remote control. Page 58 Remote control battery low.
Replace battery. See Changing the key battery, page Some car alarm functions and indications
can be reprogrammed. Contact a Saab dealer for details of the possibilities and refer to page
Error when remote control Arming delay period Illuminates for 11 seconds. Saab advises to
prevent overloading the drive system. We recommend that you contact a Saab dealer. The
movement of the car and force of the wind can seriously damage Completed folding is indi- the
soft top to be folded: cated by a chime. Soft top storage in 3 Soft top folded. Completed raising
is indi- raising the soft top: cated by a chime. Do not touch the soft top button on the instrument
panel while closing the soft top manually. Page 70 10 Press down the rear edge of the soft top
The soft top system must be checked and as far as possible towards the soft top rectified
without delay. We recommend that cover. Soft top obstructed. Clear obstacles. Complete soft
top Complete soft top operation. The back- rest and the entire belt-in seat must be locked in
position; These are designed to reduce the risk of neck injury if the car is hit from behind. We
recommend that window is responsible for ensuring you contact a Saab dealer. Page 78
deactivated. We recommend that Automatic opening you contact a Saab dealer. Press the
button all the way down and release it. If the soft top is folded, the rear side window is also
lowered. Unlocking the trunk lid manually 3 Unlock the trunk lid using the traditional key. We
recommend that you contact a Saab dealer to have the central locking system checked. Page
Warning And Indicator Lights Antilock braking warning This warning light illuminates when a
fault arises in the antilock brake system. Page 83 limp-home mode , you are cause serious
engine damage. The car should be checked immediately at a Saab dealer to prevent more
serious Brake fluid level low. Make a safe stop. Page 85 If this is the case, drive carefully and
contact event of a crash. We recom- â€” Deployment of the airbags without a mend that you
contact a Saab dealer. Page 86 Contact service. If the car runs out of fuel, air can be drawn If so,
have the system checked at a Saab in with the fuel, which, in turn, can cause dealer. If the
needle continues to rise, switch off the engine. Page Fuel Gauge Display SID power, because
the monitoring system is limiting the boost pressure, you should contact a Saab dealer as soon
as possible. The icon is displayed in the left part of the display. When will I arrive if I know how
far I have to 3 seconds until audible confirmation is The value can be set to between 0 and
drive? At the same time you can check the average speed is maintained To improve
night-driving conditions inside calculated time of arrival. Unit Settings. Alarm Clock, page This
interval varies See separate Manual. Contact a workshop for more infor- mation. We recommend
that you con- tact an authorised Saab workshop. Page Switches DRL bulb. Low beam instead
shines with reduced output. A fault in the system will produce the follow- ing message on the
Saab Information Dis- play SID : In cold and damp weather, the inside of Automatic light control
the headlamp lens may temporarily mist malfunction. To activate this function: 1 After turning
off the engine, remove the remote control. These are automatically turned off when the engine is
switched off. When the car is next started, the fog lights will have to be switched back on

manually by pressing the fog light switch. The stalk switch also has fixed positions for
indicating a right or left turn, that are can- celled automatically when the steering wheel is
centered. If you carry a warning triangle or flares, they should be set up along the side of the
road 50â€” yds. Position 1 is a spring-loaded position that Turn the rain sensor off if the ignition
is If, for example, the direction indicators are The wipers Activate the washers by pulling the
stalk make one sweep for reference to see how switch towards the steering wheel. Page This is
in order to prioritize the wind- home position. If the windshield wipers are activated then Washer
fluid level low. It passes through an effective filter before reaching the climate control system
and delivery into the cabin. Pressing AUTO will cancel all manual settings. Deactivate the
heating as soon as the rear window is If a manual function is selected, it will be locked in but
other functions clear of ice and misting to avoid imposing a heavy will be controlled
automatically. As the engine warms up, air will also be distributed through the floor vents and
the fan speed will be increased. Page Tips the air ducts. Page Further customizations to this
function can Automatic engagement and disen- be made at a workshop. This is one of that you
contact a Saab dealer. The height and reach of the steering wheel can be adjusted. May cause
serious or fatal injuries! This is activated if something gets trapped between the window pane
and door Take care when closing a window to frame when the window is closed. Activation will
now but can be "reprogrammed" The compass bearing is displayed in the top right-hand corner
of the mirror and is updated every other second. Risk of serious or fatal injuries! The moonroof
is equipped with pinch pro- tection. This is activated if something gets trapped when the
moonroof is being closed. If the trunk lid is left open, the lighting will be switched off
automatically after 20 minutes to prevent the battery from running flat. The rating elling. This
allows the storage of chocolate dur- ing hot weather for example. Next to the hinges in the trunk
are handles for unlocking the rear seat backrests. This reduces the danger of personal injury
result- ing from the displacement of the load on hard braking or in the event of a crash. Place
smaller and lighter bags on top. This will avert the danger of luggage flying around if the car
should brake suddenly or be involved in a crash. Avoid eye injury. DO NOT overstretch. DO NOT
use when strap has visible signs of wear or damage. Position the edges of the floor in the slots
in the side pieces. It is designed to shield against view and not for storage. To fit 1 Hold the
cartridge so that the extendible part faces backward. Following which, turn it Steering wheel
lock If a fault arises affecting the steering wheel back to OFF. Page Important Considerations
For that limits the boost pressure. We optimum performance, use the recom- recommend that
you contact a Saab 3 Now start the engine in the normal way mended grade of fuel. Page Have
the car checked as soon as possible. The light comes on in the event of an engine We first sign
of a malfunction, reduce speed recommend that you contact a Saab and take the car to a
workshop. We If the engine is being run with the car on a dealer for advice. Page Refueling Saab
dealer, see page Gasoline fumes are highly explosive. NOTE: always observe the following two
Page We recommend that you use these gaso- lines may be available in your area to con- lines,
if they comply with the specifica- tribute to clean air. Saab recommends that tions described
earlier. However, E85 you use these gasolines, particularly if they Engine Break-in Period
Wearing in new brake pads Saab does not recommend the use of such New brake pads take
time to bed in, about gasolines. Pistons, cylinder bores and bearings need When changing gear,
fully depress the clutch pedal and then release it smoothly. It is inadvisable to drive with your
hand resting on the gear lever, as this can increase the wear on the gearbox. The transmission
control module senses the engine load, vehicle speed and temperature of the transmission. If
the temperature of lock-up function. Select 2nd gear when driving at see page Page Lock Check
fuse 6 in the engine bay fuse box. If the fuse is OK the battery may be dead. Contact a workshop
to have the problem checked and rectified. The selector lever is locked and the transmission In
neutral, the transmission is disengaged from the is mechanically blocked. Select a higher gear
by pressing the selector lever forward or a lower gear by pulling it back. The car will It is good
practice to try your brakes period- ing ways: return to the previously set speed. When the ABS
system operates you will feel the brake pedal pulsate and hear a ticking noise, both of which are
perfectly normal. The same precautions must be contact an authorised Saab dealer. Page ESP
system is operative. Operation of the ESP system indicates reduced cohesion between the tires
and the road, and that extra care should be taken by If the car is to be tended in the car. Leave
the park- If the car is not going to be used for some ing brake OFF! Page Saab Parking
Assistance The system uses four sensors in the rear The system is activated automatically
when Saab Parking Assistance facilitates parking bumper. These emit ultrasound signals that
reverse is engaged or selected. Audible and reversing. There are four sensors in the Page The
sensors must be kept clean to func- engaged, the sound pulse will stop after system, the Saab
Parking Assistance auto- tion well. Ice, snow and dirt can affect 2 seconds. The sound pulses
will return if matically compensates for the protrusion of their sensitivity. Page Error Messages

Settings. If the system malfunctions, the following message will appear on the SID: 1 Select
Settings using the steering Saab Parking Assistance is activated wheel controls, automatically
when reverse is Parking assistance 2 Press and hold the SET button until engaged. The warmer
it is outside, the needs to be checked. We recommend shorter the time the engine heater needs
to that you contact a Saab dealer. Page "Technical data" on page If the temperature continues
to rise with the engine idling, the engine must be switched off. There is oth Strong, sturdy roof
carriers designed spe- cially for your car are available from your Saab dealer. Always secure
roof loads securely. It has a left-hand thread! Page Saab XWD with automatic transmis- Saab
XWD with manual transmission: Never use the towing eyes to pull the car sion: If the car is
towed with all four wheels on unstuck. Using a match or flame of any kind near a battery can
cause battery gas to explode. Open the hood in the following way: 1 Pull the release handle.
Page Emission Control Systems The Saab Trionic engine management continuously monitors
the operation of atmosphere require regular checking and system is a unique Saab
development that these systems and has on-board diag- adjustment at the intervals specified in
the combines sequential multiport fuel injection, nostic capabilities OBD II. We recom- page The
engine should be at normal operating temperature. Do not dis- To ensure reliable operation,
only use pose of oil into the ground or down a an air filter recommended by Saab drain. Dispose
of all used oil and Automobile AB. These can cause injury to your eyes and burns. Page Top up
with a mixture of equal parts of Saab-approved concentrated coolant and clean water. We
recommend that you con- tact an authorized Saab dealer. If the expansion tank is empty when
coolant is added, run the engine until warm so that the thermostat opens. We recommend that
you contact The brake and clutch fluid reservoir is trans- ing. Page Power Steering Brake pads
should only be changed at a the reservoir regularly, in accordance with workshop. We
recommend that you con- the service program. The wheels should point directly forwards
during this check. Power steering fluid reservoir, 4-cyl Clean round the cap before unscrewing
it. Batteries should therefore always be stored away from sub-zero temperatures. A spark could
ignite this gas that collects The battery is maintenance free. It is driven by a poly-V-belt from the
crankshaft pulley. If poor wiper performance is experienced, clean the windshield with washer
fluid. This is particularly important if the car has been through an automatic car wash, as these
sometimes leave a wax coating on the wind- shield. When the washer fluid level drops below 1
quart 1 liter , the headlight washers if equipped are deactivated. This is in order to prioritize the
windshield. Page Xenon Headlights Right high beam failure. We recommend you to contact a
Saab The lamp units consist of a gas discharge Note dealer to have a xenon headlight changed
lamp containing xenon. Low beam, halogen Insert the bulb holder into the reflector and twist it
clockwise until Left-hand side it locks. High beam, halogen Left-hand side Left-hand side 1 Lift
aside the hose 3 running along the side of the battery cover. To facilitate fitting, look in through
the headlight lens Daytime Running Light when fitting the bulb. Check that the new bulb is
firmly seated. Left-hand side 4 Refit the cover over the rear of the headlight. We recommend that
you con- 4 Rear fog light left-hand side tact a Saab dealer if they need changing. Removing the
trunk lid trim 2 Carefully remove the bulb holder with 2 Remove the bulb holder with the broken
The bulb holder has a Removing the trunk lid trim bayonet fitting. To check if a fuse has blown,
first remove it Failure to do so can result in the elec- from the panel. Page Fuse panel in end of
dash in the electrical system. Have the car checked. We recommend that you con- tact a Saab
dealer. A special tool for removing fuses is provided on the hatch on the left-hand end of the
dash. Page 7. Page Tires 1 mile 1. See page The grades are molded on the side- Wheels larger
than 18" must not be fitted walls of most passenger car tires. The Uni- on the Saab for reasons
above. The form Tire Quality Grading system does not permissible offset is 1. Page Wheel
Replacement If you need to replace any of your wheels, wheel bolts or wheel nuts, replace them
only with new Saab original equipment parts. This way, you will be sure to have the right wheel,
wheel bolts and wheel nuts for your vehicle. If air goes out of a tire, able snow chains. Air
pressure is expressed in pounds per square inch psi or kilo pascal kPa. Note that the tire
pressure can decrease without a puncture. The pressure could decrease around 3 psi 20 kPa
during a three month period. Page Spare Wheel Have the standard tire repaired and refitted bulb
in the trunk lid see page The arrow on the loudspeaker must point forwards when the
loudspeaker is fitted in the spare wheel. If it and rear of the tire farthest away from the lies loose
in the car, it could thrown for- one being changed. Page There is other- We recommend that you
contact an wise a risk of personal injury. The canister of sealant must be changed once every
Do not use the repair kit if: four years. See the date on the canister. Page The canister of sealant
can only be used once. Replace a used canister at a work- shop. We recommend that you
contact an authorised Saab workshop. At low tem To do so, connect the air hose on the
compressor directly to the valve on the tire. Page Safety Belts We recommend that you contact
a Saab When using a stain remover, always work the patina resulting from use is often consid-

dealer. Page Textile Carpeting Saab recommends the use of envi- the paintwork. Page If the soft
top is heavily to prevent misting. This is especially important if Page Waxing And Polishing
Touch-up stone-chip damage as follows: from a workshop. We recommend that you 1
Thoroughly clean the damaged area. To achieve the Page Anti-Corrosion Treatment This applies
particularly etrating, anti-corrosion oil. Your Saab cially where salt is used on roads or there is
to the underside of the car and inside the dealer will be pleased to give you further moist sea
air. However, it is aiming is being done. Covering a headlight may cause excessive heat
build-up that may cause damage to the headlight. Page Maintenance Schedule Saab that is
reasonable and necessary the car is in. Therefore the interval can vary to ensure the proper
emission control sys- for this service type. Page Owner Assistance Record Booklet. Knowing
your current For complete information about all applica- fessional technicians. Consult your
Saab address allows Saab to contact you in the ble warranties, including the New Car Wardealer for prices for your model. Saab Customer Assistance Center at Page Engine Information
regarding suitable engine oils can be found in War- Note that the towbar must not be installed
on certain models. Con- ranty and Service Record Booklet. Page We therefore recom- Before
you purchase winter wheels we recommend that you obtain mend that you contact an
authorised Saab dealer. We therefore recom- mend that you contact an authorised Saab dealer.
Contact your Saab dealer should come on as well as the dipped beam. Which warnings and
indications that can be shown depends on engine variant and car Limited performance. Rear
right seat High mounted stop Left reversing light backrest unlocked. Parking assistance Left
front turn signal Right reversing light malfunction. Check tires. Low tire pressure rear left. Low
tire pressure rear right. Low tire pressure front right. This manual is also suitable for: Print page
1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. One of the newest monitoring systems on cars,
trucks, and SUVs sold in the US is the yaw rate sensor. This sensor ties into the vehicle's
traction control, stability control and antilock braking system to produce an alert when the tilt of
your vehicle the yaw is reaching an unsafe level. When it works well, it can save you from
having an accident. However, like any other electrical devices, it is prone to having problems
occasionally. The yaw rate sensor is an electrical component that is stored either in the
vehicle's ECU or under the dashboard near the fuse box. It's not commonly subject to wear and
tear, and most issues with this device are attributed to problems with one of the three individual
sensors it monitors. The yaw rate monitor is designed to last the lifespan of your vehicle ,
however, when the yaw rate sensor begins to fail, there are a few warning signs you might
recognize. If there is an issue with this component, you'll have to have a professional ASE
certified mechanic inspect and replace the yaw rate sensor as it's a very delicate process. When
the yaw rate sensor works correctly, the fault that it detects is electronically sent to the device
that needs to receive the input. This process is automatic and does not require any motion or
action from the driver. However, when an issue with the system exists, whether due to poor data
collection or an interruption in the communication process, the Check Engine Light will
illuminate to alert the driver that a problem exists. Since the Check Engine Light illuminates with
multiple potential problems, it is always best for you to contact a local ASE certified mechanic
who has diagnostic tools available to download error codes from the ECU and properly interpret
them to discover the problem and make appropriate adjustments. Since the yaw rate sensor
monitors the operation of both of these systems, a problem with the YRS might trigger one or
both of these indicator lights to light up on your dashboard. The Vehicle Stability Light is an
automatic system that can't be turned on or off by the driver. The traction control system is
easily turned off and will illuminate when the system is not in operation. When you turn off the
traction control system, by default, the yaw rate sensor will not work. It not recommended for
drivers to turn off the traction control system for any reason by the manufacturer. If you see
either light active on your dashboard and have not turned off the traction control device on your
car, truck, or SUV, contact a local mechanic to inspect the issue and determine what is
damaged or if the yaw rate sensor needs replacement. On many vehicles sold in the US, the
SCS Light will illuminate and flash on and off intermittently when there is a problem with the
yaw rate sensor. Although this symptom may pop up due to multiple reasons, it is very
commonly attributed to a fault in the yaw rate sensor. One quick item that any car owner can do
when this light flickers is to stop the car, put it in park, turn off the vehicle, and restart. If the
light stays on, and continues to flicker, contact a mechanic as soon as possible. The yaw rate
sensor is a great safety device, however, the best safety system for any vehicle is a driver that
operates the car correctly. In theory, this device should never have to work, as it only comes on
when unstable or unsafe driving situations occur. However, when it goes bad, it can create
additional safety risks, which is why you should contact a professional mechanic to inspect this
system and make any repairs as needed. The most popular service booked by readers of this

article is Brake System Inspection. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over services,
including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to
you with all necessary parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over
2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car repair. Brake System Inspection Cost. Service
Location. Listed below are a few of the warning signs that a problem with your yaw rate sensor
may exist. Check Engine Light comes on When the yaw rate sensor works correctly, the fault
that it detects is electronically sent to the device that needs to receive the input. Vehicle
Stability or Traction Control Lights illuminate Since the yaw rate sensor monitors the operation
of both of these systems, a problem with the YRS might trigger one or both of these indicator
lights to light up on your dashboard. Stability Control Light flashes intermittently On many
vehicles sold in the US, the SCS Light will illuminate and flash on and off intermittently when
there is a problem with the yaw rate sensor. Home Articles. The statements expressed above
are only for informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms
of service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related
Articles. Recent Brake System Inspection reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Mazyar 8
years of experience. Request Mazyar. Mark was personable. Very professional. I was so
impressed that I asked if he could come back to do the follow up when I was ready. Joel 21
years of experience. Request Joel. Joel, did a very good job explained everything he was doing
answered all my question and was straight forward what he is doing and going to do with fixing
my truck. Joel was great. Honest fast and professional. He is the automobile maintenance
version of the trusted family doctor, attorney etc. Benji 22 years of experience. Request Benji.
Benji performed a detailed inspection on my Range Rover and completed the work very quickly.
Highly recommend!! Very professional and knowledgeable. Very good business sense and
cordial. Thank you for taking care of my car today! Scott 36 years of experience. Request Scott.
Scott was on time and knowledgeable. Diagnosed the problem and explained what needed to be
done next. Need Help With Your Car? Related articles. Symptoms of a Bad or Failing Oil
Pressure Sensor Common signs include the Oil Pressure Light coming on or blinking
constantly despite oil levels being fine or the oil pressure gauge reading zero. Read more. If
your car isn't starting or has a hard time starting, a faulty sensor may be to blame. Car sensors
monitor data to keep your car running smoothly. Are Wider Tires Better? The The size and width
of the tires on your vehicle determines how your vehicle will handle in different conditions.
There are several factors that go into the decision of which tires to equip your vehicle with,
including: The Both at You have 2 separate problems here. The P fuel rail pressure sensor
circuit problem may just be a symptom - it is reporting suspect fuel pressure on the rail. The
fuel pressure on the rail is controlled by the It sounds like there may be an intermittent problem
with the collision sensor. Keep in mind that intermittent problems are some of the most difficult
to diagnose. When the sensor has an intermittent problem, it may cause the truck Problem
starting car and dies while driving This sounds like it could be a faulty crankshaft sensor or a
camshaft sensor. These engines had problems with both. The hard start and the backfire may
be the camshaft sensor. The stall and no start condition may be from Browse other content.
Schedule your Brake System Inspection today! Brake System Inspection Price. How can we
help? Read FAQ. This leaves just enough room for a ring of rust to build up behind it,
preventing it from being removed. Couple that fact, with the cheap, plastic construction of the
sensor body, and you have a recipe for disaster. I was half tempted to have the damned thing
towed off to a professional mechanic and just pay to have him deal with it. Then I remembered
that the bill for that would just piss me off more than doing it myself. I just needed to sleep on it
and figure out a way to remove it. My Google search primarily suggested that I was going to
have to drop the oil pan to push it out from the inside. My overnight brainstorm suggested that I
might be able to get the Dremel in behind it with a small grinding stone and smooth out the bore
so that it would come out. There was little room to work in there, and there was just enough of
the damned sensor left that I had a hard time getting a clean shot at cleaning up the rust ridge.
Next idea was to drill a hole in the center of it, run a screw into it, and pull on the screw. It
sounds easier than it is, but ultimately this worked. I ran the screw in as far as I could. I tied
some twine around the head of the screw and attached the other end to a hammer. Still no good.
Then I tried to double up the twineâ€¦ and proceeded to snap that. Instead of going through all
the intermediate steps, I then decided to go for the gusto and try 8 strands of twine looped
around a big-ass pair of vice grips. I did manage to get it to start moving in the right direction
though. It came out and got wedged on that rust ridge. Next, I decided to take some advice from
an old Greek friend named Archimedes. Leverage is your friend. When I heard that POP sound
and everything went loose, I pretty much expected to see the head of the screw popped off or
the vice grips slipped off or something that would piss me off even more. Instead what I saw
was a hole where the sensor used to be! No dropping of the oil pan for me. The screw in the

sensor body method worked! And to the Chrysler engineers who designed the 4. Haha â€” the
last sentence is my feelings exactly, different engine though. I did the same pulling initially
using lumber and old lawnmower throttle wire, worked it up slightly, but then it broke off nicely
in the hole. In that case, your only course of action would be to raise the engine up and drop the
oil pan. I have a sonata gls 2. Once the old sensor is completely out, you should be able to see
directly through to the reluctor ring on the crankshaft. Good luck! Is there an easy way to
remove it after it fell into the block? Holy shit! Yes, you can do serious damage to the engine if
you try to run it with anything other than oil in the engine. Once it falls inside, the only thing you
can do is drop the oil pan and pull it out. Thank you so muchâ€¦I just broke a sensor off and
trying to figure out what to doâ€¦ gonna go get a big screw from the nut and bolt bin and give it
hell. The cam sensr just dropped out.. I hate this vehicle.. Its been one thing after another wih
this jeep since newâ€¦ jeep Grand Cherokee 4. Pingback: Sensor stuck in block My husband
tried doing this and it kept breaking into smaller pieces. Now the head of the screw has sheared
off and he is at his wits end. Sorry to hear that. The key is to get that pilot hole drilled so that the
screw can get in far enough to get a good grip on the sensor. Gotta drop the pan. Not enough
room to drol pan all the way. Look into dropping PAn. Done it. If not, the drill and screw method
I used here worked for me. It would depend on the motor. For the one I worked on, the Dodge 4.
Thanks for the ideas. After braking the sensor I proceded to remove the injector rail and intake
manifold and all the other stuff that was in the way so I could access the darn thing. Good ideas.
Afer removing the intke manifold, fuel rail and all the other stuff I was able to get better access
to the sensor. The seal portion came out but the sensor part is still in there. It seems the sensor
part is too big for the hole. Do you know if I pull the oil pan if the sensor will go through or will it
hit the target. Cavalier 2. At the very least, you may be able to get something on the other side
of it and push it back out instead if trying to pull on it. Best of luck to you! Wow, glad I seen this
post. I have a 4. Decided to give up today at the shop and sleep on it and google other ideas.
Glad you posted this. I have virtually no room to work this out but will try. I will pull starter all
the way out and try to lower exhaust and may have more room to drill a hole, put in the screw
and try to get it out. Will lube up real good first and sand out the bore hole before i attempt and I
think that may help. This is a real problem and design flaw. Thanks for the advice. Jeff Flathau
All Speed Customs. Well done, sir! I salute you and thank you. SES light went off immediately,
and I can get my e-check and registration. Huge relief for an amateur who got in over his head.
Thanks for posting this. Ended up using dremel and sharp bent nails and 3 hours to coax it out.
What vehicle were you working on here? I am working on a Jeep Grand Cherokee, and I am a
perplexed as to how you had any room to get up in there and get a screw in what was left of the
sensor. It almost looks like your coming in from the wheel well. Am I wrong in that evaluation?
Yes, I did go in through the wheel well. I took the fender liner out and had a pretty clear shot at
it. Well damn. It looks like you had a bit more room to work with than I do. I was going for the
screw idea as well, but looks like i may have to drop the oil pan to get to it on this one. I tried
your method on my 4. So re drilled a pilot hole to place a retaining screw. Then using my Dremel
i proceeded to drill out the perimeter of the sensor. Finally after I loosened it enough I used a
short handled claw hammer and pryed the damn thing out. Truck is now up and running. I have
yet to find any easy repair on the 4. I just ran into the same problem. I have a Grand Cherokee
with the 4. Then I got to looking at it and saw that there was a small hole in the unibody that
went straight thru to the other side so I took my screw driver and pushed it thru to see were it
came out, just about straight across from the broken off sensor so I took my air saw and cut a
larger hole on the tire side and then drilled about 8 holes on the engine side and proceeded to
make that hole bigger. At least now I can see what is going on. I am going to the hardware store
in the morning for a long drill bit and drill a pilot hole for my slide hammer to screw into and try
to pull it that way. I will let you know how it worked. Well I broke one screw off in the sensor and
then went to a larger screw to try and pull it out. Is that going to be a problem as I would think
that it would fall straight down into the oil pan and just stay there. It stopped the oil pump dead.
That one left him stranded on the side of the road. Bad things happen when pieces of metal are
left to hop around inside your motor. Even a good pothole could send it up into the works and
wreck things up bad. Hey Dave! Sensor came out perfectly.. Thanks much for sharing! Well had
this happen to me today, dodge ram w 3. Also some sigeted trying to break it up with a dremel
this dod not work even with a side cutting bit the plastic is too dam hardâ€¦. After I took the
screw out wall-erd out the hole, by drilling a hole right next to the 1st grabbed a big C hook from
Walmart and screwed it in when it got deep it broke free and began to at lest spin. I worked at it
and a lot of bits from the upper half and part of a side broke. The sensor could easily be
designed differently to make it more durable and a gasket kind of like whats on the coil boots
could easily have prevented this. All who read this good luck! That sounds pretty bad! Well
good luck getting it the rest of the way out. I really like the Permatex idea. Anything to keep that

rust from building up behind the sensor. Chrysler sucks ass for this! My husband has been
trying since 9 am to get the freaking cam sensor out of our Chrysler Pacifica, And like all of you
it broke flush! Can barely get to the effing thing to fit a drill. He tried a tiny drill and screw blah
blah blah it came out on him. Wtf Chrysler! Just had the same problem with my dodge dakota 4.
I have a Dodge Avenger 2. Please help!!!!! Does anyone have an idea of how I may retrieve this
magnet? Any help would be greatly appreciated! That sounds bad. I am suffering Through this
problem on a Mitsubishi Eclipse.. There is only about 6 inches of clearance to work with. So far,
all attempts to extract the broken piece have failed. Dropping the oil pan seems to be my best
bet; However, the heat shield covering my exhaust manifold wont budge due to rusty and fused
bolts.. Considering the numerous other instances of this broken crankshaft position sensor
problem, I am curious as to whether there is grounds for a lawsuit due to poor craftsmanship
and the ridiculous nature of not being able to extract a sensor that is designed to simply slide in
and out of the engine block with minimal effort or problems.. I am thoroughly pissedâ€¦. I
understand your frustration but there is no warranty on any vehicle that any parts of it should
be easy to replace. Yes I did. As tight as it is in the engine compartment, removing a wheel to
access the engine seems almost as common as opening the hood anymore. Which means if the
tools exist to implement an idea, it just might work. Like you all the while cursing the design. So
not having found your post yet, I tried my first solution. I have in my supplies wiring Pull string,
which has a tensile strength of ft lbs. I tied a knot over the sensor, got down and pulled
manually with all my might. Resulting only in my string eventually fraying then breaking. I then
redid my knot this time making an 11 turn cinch knot, slipping that over the sensor body and
tightening it down. On the opposite side I tied a loop, 2 strands thick. Using a small sledge I
pounded in the air straight out, which with the added weight broke in 2 minutes. Then turn till it
either breaks or comes out. Same ordeal with Dakota 4. Flawwed design no doubt. Truck now
up and running. Happened to me. Used a self-tapping screw and a slide hammer. Out in a
couple of whacks. Easy as pie. I did, however take out my wheel well to have access. As soon
as I realize Ive got a brittle tight crank shaft sensor , and the wires break off, I stop and use my
heat srink gun to soften it up , until I can turn it easily with my fingers then you can pry it out
alittle with a tiny flat screwdriver. Once you get it up far enough , you can drill a hole in it
sideways for a scriber ,or wiggle it out with a long needle nose pliers. Of course this is hind
sight , if youve already broken it off. Ford diesels arent much fun either. This was my next try
today before finding your post identical issue on 09 Dakota 4. I have just enough sensor left to
grip onto stillâ€¦ Not sure if it will help since I could get the sensor to spin, but not come outâ€¦.
Also, after you finally got the bastard out, is there any advice you have before inserting the new
one? Should it be greased or should the area be cleaned up with some sand paper or similar?
Did you have any problems inserting the new one? The hardest part of this ordeal was the rust
in the bore that I had to pull the sensor past. I had no trouble putting the new sensor in. I did
use some emery cloth to clean the rust out of the bore before putting the new one in. Light
grease or oil on the new sensor body should be all you need. I had one reader suggest that he
was going to put silicone sealant in behind the new sensor to prevent rust from forming behind
it again. Good luck to you! Please let us know how it turned out. Well, the penetrating oil and
torch did not help. If anything, you might be able to wedge a large flat-head screwdriver in there
and carefully start to push it out. Just to finish my story: I probably had 5 hours on the struggle
bus with this POS sensor. Eventually I used your method, Dave, and actually drilled a screw into
the sensor, had steel wire coat hanger fixed to the screw, then out and through a 2X4, aligned
as straight as I could eye-ball it. I pried and pried and the wire snapped in tension. I talked to the
mechanic there and he also said what a pain in the ass it was made me feel a little better. He had
better tools than I and had to drill out all around the sensor to finally get it free. At some point
the immense frustration and my time is no longer worth the labor savings. If anyone takes
anything away from this blog, I hope it is: If you have a 4. Wow, thanks Jeff for checking back in.
I us a little on spark plug threads and exhaust bolts and works great. If you can not find it any
parts house sell it when you buy spark plugs in a little packet. Yes, FU to the Chrysler dimwit
who designed this. I did the same job on my Saab in 25 mins. Best thing I ever spent on the
Jeep! That was my post LOL! If I can get it out lol on the 4. Help getting it out next time if I keep
it that is! So I got a dodge Durango with the 4. I then took my vice grip and clamped it on the
screw head with half-inch thick rope, tied it to the vice grip and brought it back to my 4 foot long
Prybar and pride against my fender as hard as I could. The rope ended up breaking so I moved
on to a cable. I tied the cable to the vice grip and brought it out to a 6 foot long prybar that I
have and ended up breaking the cable cramps so I took a chain put the chain on the vice grip
and brought it out to my 6 foot long prybar and wrapped the chain around the prybar. Then I
took a 4 foot long tube and put it on the end of my prybar for more leverage. I ended up bending
the 4 foot long tube and the plastic sensor is still in the block. Maybe that or try some dynamite.

Love the knuckles buster design from. The tards at crusty crystlerâ€¦ got it out thru dropping
pan. Had to lift engine. About 6 inches off mounts. Glad my experience could help out a little.
The screw was only in the plastic. I tried my best to get it centered, but with little space to work
that was the best I could do. The metal part of the sensor is just at the very tip as far as I can
tell. Great â€” thanks. Got the splash liner out and the sensor has been doused with PB Blaster
a couple of times too. Your advice here is a big help, thank you sir. Depending on whether or
not the housing the sensor is installed in is easily removable, would dictate the answer to that
question. Getting a big eye screw tomorrow and drilling it in and trying whatever I can to pull it
out. Do yourself an enormous favor. I just finished mine a little while ago. I used that and the
screw in the sensor and the blasted thing came out in less than a half a minute. The idea of
taking the truck in and paying a mechanic a few hundred bucks to drop the pan and look for that
thing, forget it! I love the slide hammer idea. I wish I had thought of it when I was in the middle
of this mess. Very good advice! It absolutely worked like a charm. The couple of pounds of
weight when you slide it gives one hell of a briefl little pull on the sensor, and out it comes. The
slide hammer was the last trick in my hat and it worked. Hey Dave, Thanks for your story. I was
considering the dremel drilling and the screw into the hole. But, your story shut down the
negative side of my brain and I pulled the broken CSS from the block of the 2. Thanks for taking
the time to let me know. Sure fire way to remove badly rusted in crank sensor on 4. Get out your
dremmel tool and select the largest drill bit that will fit into the chuck this will still be quite
small. Remove new sensor from box and determine what length you can drill into the sensor
before going beond the end of the magnet. Draw a line on the bit with permanent marker at this
depth. Drill into the sensor against the side of the hole then slowly pull the bit around the edge
of the hole. Usualy half way around will be enough. The sensor will just about fall out when you
have gone far enough. Remove the o ring when test fitting the new sensor but remember to
reinstall and grease the o ring once you are satisfied with the fit the sensor should be able to be
inserted and removed easily and yes a small amount of plastic dust will fall into your engine but
your oil filter will take care of that. Change the filter if it bothers you. This process can be
acomplished in about 15min if done correctly. I would recommend a bit more caution when
pulling this thing out. I recently replaced the crank position sensor on my Dodge Dakota, which
was every bit the PITA everyone else has fount it to be. Has anyone else replaced one of these
sensors and had the new one conk out soon afterward? However, another possibility exists: It
may not have been a problem with the Crank Position Sensor. I would try replacing the Cam
Position Sensor next. Now that you mention it -this time I am getting both a cam and crank
position sensor error. Is that cam position sensor as much a PITA to do as the crank sensor?
Cam sensor is way easier. Way less corrosion on that bugger too. It took me less than 15
minutes to change it out. I put off changing the cam pos sensor just because I was so burned
out from the hassle of the crank pos sensor. What a difference from the crank sensor! Now to
hope the problem is actually fixed. Thank you for posting your method of removal! My dad and I
just fixed his Dodge Durango with the 4. The crank shaft position sensor broke off as we tried to
remove it with vice grips and pliers. We drilled a small hole using a dremel, and threaded in a
screw just like you did. My dad got a vice grip tight on the screw, and was able to wiggle the
sensor out part of the way with his hand just enough to see the O ring, but it was too stuck to
remove the rest of the way by hand. We used the prying end of a crow bar that has a similar end
to the back of a claw hammer on the rear of the vice grip where you adjust the side of the bite ,
and pried against the frame to finally remove the sensor. The weirdest thing is, the radio in the
Durango had serious audio issues for weeks to where it was unlistenable, if not a few months
before it finally died. After we replaced the PCM and crankshaft position sensor, it sounds fine
now! Thanks again for all of the help. I hope my post and our slightly modified method helps
anyone who runs into this issue. We agree this is horrible Chrysler engineering! We work on the
big three US brands between what we all own, and I can say they all have their own problems.
This was my 1st Chrysler and it is also my last. Well same principles apply. Same issues on 94
grand am gtâ€¦its the one in back of my block tooâ€¦my questionâ€¦am I supposed to get the
magnet out alsoâ€¦leaving only a see thru hole for the new sensor..??? Yes, the magnet is the
tip of the sensor. Once the sensor is out, you should be able to see the reluctor ring on the
crank shaft. Now what do I do?? I am by no means a professional mechanic, so take my advice
with a grain of salt. From what I understand, a modern, computer controlled engine waits until it
has sensed a full revolution from both the crank position sensor and the cam position sensor
before it will begin firing the ignition coils. You might also try clearing the ECU codes and try
starting the engine. The two easiest way to clear the codes on most any vehicle are: 1
disconnect the battery cables and let it sit for a while, or 2 get an OBDCII code reader that can
clear the codes through the diagnostic port. I have a Chrysler Town and Country 3. I pried the
sensor after driving in a screw but only the guts came out. The housing is still stuck in the

bellhousing, it also appears that the housing to the sensor is straight aluminum. Whereas the
one I got from autozone is plastic with only a bit of aluminum at the end for the magnet reading.
Any idea on getting the housing out? Think I might need a torch? Alan, the EZ-Out and
penetrating lubricant are the only things I can think to recommend. I would hold off on the torch
just yet. Unfortunately, aluminum expands more than cast iron when heated. When heated, it
will likely expand more than the block will, and only jam itself in tighter. Well I getting ready to
start getting my crankshaft sensor out. Was going to change it and when I to the bolt out half of
the sensor fell out. So I was looking for information on how to get it out. Like this: Like Loading
I just dropped my magnet in the block. When in doubt, use more lube! Good life advice and
1995 honda accord engine
2005 cadillac deville for sale
fuel pump wiring diagram 2000 chevy silverado
a useful mechanic guideline! Volvlo with miles crank sensor came out immediately not rusted
or anything. I hope my trials and tribulations have helped! I had no idea that Okidata put crank
position sensors in their dot matrix printers. Got the light which coded out as the CPS. Let you
know how it comes out. I have just enough sensor left to grip onto stillâ€¦ Not sure if it will help
since I could get the sensor to spin, but not come outâ€¦ Also, after you finally got the bastard
out, is there any advice you have before inserting the new one? Thanks, Jeff. So agree. Jeep 3.
Spent fours hours yanking on the sensor. Oops, read too fast and missed your comment. The
cam sensor is not so bad. We cleaned the hole, installed the new sensor, and she runs great
now! Okâ€¦thank youâ€¦. Could it be a faulty crankshaft position sensor.. The 3. Im getting ready
to use your method. Thank you. I certainly hope it works for you. Leave a Reply Cancel reply.
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